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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
 

Long-term camping by homeless individuals in Western Oregon’s Willamette National Forest 

results in persistent challenges regarding resource impacts, social impacts, and management issues 

for the U.S. Forest Service. The purpose of this research project is to describe the phenomenon of 

homelessness in the Willamette National Forest, and suggest management approaches for local 

Forest Service staff. The issues experienced in this forest are a reflection of homelessness in the 

state of Oregon. There is a larger population of homeless people in Oregon compared to the 

national average and, of that population, a larger percentage is unsheltered (EHAC, 2008). 

We draw upon data from 27 qualitative interviews with stakeholders representing 

government agencies, social service agencies, law enforcement, homeless campers, and out-of-

state comparators, including forest administrators in 3 states. Aside from out-of-state comparators, 

all interviews were conducted with stakeholders who interface with the homeless population in 

Lane County or have specific relevant expertise.  Each category of interviews was chosen based on 

the perspectives the subjects can offer, such as demographics of homeless campers, potential 

management approaches, current practices, impacts, and potential collaborative partners.  

Our interviews suggest that there are varied motivations for long-term camping by 

homeless people in the Willamette National Forest. The results support a previously developed 

typology of homeless campers that categorizes campers into three groups:  voluntary nomads, 

economic refugees and separatists.  It is unlikely that any strategy for mitigation will be effective for 

all three types of campers.  While homeless campers can be found in the forest all year long, the 

majority of dwellers are likely seasonal. Many of the social service agency staff we interviewed 

emphasized a lack of services and places for homeless people to spend the night in Eugene and 

Lane County. 

 In addition to a lack of services, the inability for homeless campers to keep their families 

and pets with them at some facilities may lead them to choose to camp over other alternatives. 

Staff at various nonprofits who have extensive experience working with the population also say 

many homeless individuals have psychological challenges that prevent them from being in social 

settings. There are also limited options for those who seek shelter while battling with addiction to 

drugs and alcohol. Finally, sentiment that it is safer to illegally camp in the forest than to camp in 

the city appears to be widespread, among both agencies and homeless campers.   

We found that the homeless camping populations and their motivations may vary 

geographically; the Cougar Recreation Area, a specific concern for the Willamette National Forest, is 

primarily attractive to homeless individuals who choose a nomadic lifestyle, which may be different 

than other rural areas. These voluntary nomads tend to be adult men, with some youths also 

present.  They are attracted to the Cougar Recreation Area because of a unique combination of 



 

 

amenities such as a local store and direct bus access from Eugene, and a long-standing reputation 

as a place to party and easily access drugs.   

Our research identified several strategies that we suggest Forest Service staff consider in 

order to mitigate the impacts of homeless camping in the Willamette National Forest. We also draw 

on the experiences of local public land managers and out-of-state comparators to help identify 

approaches that already have shown success. Three main categories of approaches emerged: 

Education / Engagement, Camping Solutions, and Enforcement.  

For education and engagement, we recommend more engagement with external 

stakeholders, for example an educational summit or workshop to share resources with social 

service agencies and engage in cross-training between agencies regarding strategies for interfacing 

with the homeless and reducing impacts on the land. We also recommend that Forest Service 

administrators consider ways to have a voice in state and local policy concerning this issue. Several 

key discussions are taking place at the state and local level and participation in the conversation is 

crucial to ensure that Forest Service needs and perspectives are represented. Furthermore, we 

recommend that Forest Service staff consider collaborative contacts with homeless campers, to 

minimize the perceived punitive nature of law enforcement contact. Social service agencies could 

facilitate this outreach. 

Camping recommendations are intended to provide Forest Service staff with an option to 

work with economic refugees, to give them a chance to access services and eventually transition off 

forest land. We recommend that the Forest Service institute some version of an extended length of 

stay program. One model that could be used is the parking program currently managed by St. 

Vincent de Paul in the Eugene area, which allows specific pre-authorized campers, in their vehicles, 

to camp on public lands for a set period of time under very specific guidelines.  

Enforcement recommendations are primarily targeted toward the Cougar Recreation Area. 

Due to the longstanding reputation and illegal activity in the area, we recommend continued 

vigilance by Forest Service staff, similar to the 2010 Clean Forest Project to prevent entrenchment 

of camps, and reduce the prevalence of illegal camping and its impacts in this popular gathering 

spot. We also recommend increased and more descriptive signage detailing regulations and 

advisories about low-impact camping. Increased efforts with signage could reduce prevalence and 

provide leverage for Forest Service staff when they need to address violations.   

Local Forest Service administrators are at the forefront of an important public policy issue. 

As homelessness in the forest is seemingly on the rise and a national issue, any action Willamette 

National Forest administrators and staff take to build collaborative relationships and utilize creative 

solutions will set an example for other forest managers to follow.  
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INTRODUCTION 

An increase in the perceived numbers of homeless campers outstaying the 14-day limit on 

camping in Oregon’s Willamette National Forest has led the U.S. Forest Service to consider its role 

in what is traditionally considered to be a social issue. Homelessness on publically owned rural land 

has not historically been an issue of extensive public attention; seemingly even less public policy has 

been directed to creating strategies that guide natural-resource managers and administrators in 

effectively navigating the intractable causes of homelessness and mitigating its effects on rural 

public lands.  

The Willamette National Forest is one of 24 considered to be “urban national forests” in the 

U.S., connoting a direct interface with an urban area, in this case Eugene (Dwyer & Chavez, 2005). 

Long-term camping in the forest is linked to various social and resource impacts that threaten the 

environment, impede recreational use of the land, and potentially isolate vulnerable populations 

from the services they need. Mitigating these consequences of homelessness on rural public lands 

requires funding and staff time; this in part has prompted Forest Service administrators’ interest in 

seeking proactive solutions.  

Research suggests that there is a large per capita population of homeless people in Lane 

County, the location of the Willamette National Forest headquarters. The 2011 One Night Homeless 

Count conducted by state agencies estimated 2,136 homeless individuals in the county (see figures 

1-2). The same count estimated less than half that number in Marion County, the population of 

which is comparable to Lane County.   

The proximity of the Willamette National Forest to the Eugene urban area and its 

accessibility via public transportation contribute to unintended uses of the forest, including  

long-term habitation on forest land. The effects of this use are especially pronounced, and may be 

concentrated, in the Cougar Recreation Area, approximately 60 miles east of Eugene. The situation 

warrants timely, creative management approaches to mitigate the impacts and challenges of 

homelessness in the Willamette National Forest.  

This research project focuses on describing the phenomenon of homeless persons camping 

on Forest Service lands near Eugene by collecting qualitative data from varied stakeholders, 

including homeless campers themselves, social service and governmental agencies who interface 

with the homeless locally, as well as out-of-state comparators. This report describes the findings of 

this research and provides recommended strategies for minimizing the effects of homelessness in 

the forest.  
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BACKGROUND  

A larger percentage of Oregon’s population is homeless than the national average. 

Approximately 0.45% of Oregon’s population is homeless (roughly 17,000 people) compared to 

0.3% nationwide. Of those who are homeless, a higher percentage in Oregon goes without shelter 

of any kind. In Oregon, 52% of the homeless population is not sheltered, compared to 44% 

nationwide (EHAC, 2008). Compiling data on homelessness is complex. “Some homeless people live 

on the margins of society, avoiding contact with social service organizations,” (EHAC).  

There is limited academic literature concerning homelessness on rural public lands; 

however, a few researchers have explored the topic during the past 20 years. Southard provides a 

general typology of homeless forest campers based on her ethnographic work. She camped for  

18 months on rural public lands in Oregon, and interviewed over 300 homeless campers during a  

6-year period. She identified three types of long-term homeless campers (Southard, 1998):  

 Economic Refugees: Homeless campers who have lost employment and feel that 

camping provides the best option for shelter until they can transition back into stable 

housing.  

 Separatists: Homeless campers who seek the isolation, autonomy, and privacy that a 

rural forest can provide; these campers typically reside in a moderately permanent 

location. 

 Voluntary Nomads: Homeless campers who view the mobility and freedom of traveling 

and camping as a lifestyle choice. 

These varied motivations for camping hold implications for public managers who seek to address 

homeless camping on rural public lands; our research suggests it is unlikely that any strategy for 

mitigation will be effective for all three types of homeless campers.  

Southard found that homeless campers come from diverse socioeconomic backgrounds. 

Many are mentally ill, have no other options for housing, are unemployed for summer travel or by 

lifestyle choice, are runaways, were evicted from their homes, or are camping to save money 

(Southard, 1992). The diversity of the homeless population is also supported by a 1995 report 

addressing rural homelessness in San Bernardino County, Calif. Two studies are compared, one of 

which cites more male campers, and the other more female campers. The prevalence of female 

homeless campers in the second study is attributed to the presence of more families, commonly 

headed by females, in that survey population (Blumner, 1995). Findings show that single campers 

are more likely to be men, often middle-age.  

Southard’s research also points to specific reasons that people choose to camp on rural 

public lands rather than staying in shelters. Some rural homeless campers avoid public shelters 

because they consider them dangerous and dehumanizing. One study of homeless people who 
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avoid shelters found that 46% of shelter users had been victims of theft, and 25% had been 

physically attacked (Southard, 1992). 

In sum, there is a scarcity of literature on this topic particularly that addresses effective 

management approaches. This study seeks to build the evidence base on this important issue. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The limited literature addressing homelessness on rural publically owned land and the 

unique aspects of homelessness in Lane County and the Willamette National Forest call for 

qualitative research methods for the purposes of this project. Qualitative methods are applicable to 

the exploratory nature of the project, which is aimed at describing the phenomenon of 

homelessness in the forest and identifying management approaches. The findings in this report are 

based on 27 semi-structured interviews conducted by a team of four graduate students in the 

Master of Public Administration program at the University of Oregon during February, March and 

April, 2012. This project focuses on the geographic region adjacent to the Eugene metropolitan 

area, primarily in the footprints of the McKenzie River Ranger District and Middle Fork Ranger 

District east of Eugene (see figure 3). Primary focus areas include the Cougar Recreation Area, which 

encompasses Cougar Hot Springs, and the Oakridge/Cottage Grove areas.  

Interviews were divided into roughly 5 categories: social service agency staff; government 

agency staff; law enforcement personnel; out-of-state forest administrators; and individuals who 

have had the experience of camping in the Willamette National Forest when homeless. Of these 

interviews, 23 were conducted in person, and 4 via phone because of the geographic location of the 

subjects. Interviews lasted approximately 45 minutes each. Interviews were conducted in teams of 

two and were recorded.  

  Interviews with social service agency staff focused on the demographics of homeless 

campers, identifying potential approaches to address the impacts of camping, as well as identifying 

potential collaborative partners for the Forest Service. Government agency staff members were 

interviewed about their perceptions of the issue, comparative strategies, and potential 

partnerships. We looked to law enforcement personnel to provide insight regarding incidents and 

impacts in the Cougar Recreation Area  and elsewhere in the forest. However, only one local law 

enforcement agency chose to provide information.   

The goal of interviewing homeless campers was to explore the practices of transient 

individuals and their perceptions of the potential efficacy of management approaches. Social 

service agencies helped us identify pertinent interview subjects. Interviews were conducted with 

out-of-state Forest Service staff for the purpose of gathering information about standard 

procedures for addressing homelessness, and possible alternative solutions or best practices in 
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relation to the unique aspects of the issue as it pertains to the Willamette National Forest. See 

Appendix D for a full list of interview questions and protocol. 

After each interview, a team member created extensive notes based on the categories of 

information sought from the interview subject. These notes were reviewed by each team member. 

Notes then were coded for use in identifying emergent themes and sub-themes. Supporting quotes 

were gathered during a second review of the audio recording. 

 

RESULTS 

 Below we describe characteristics of the homeless population that chooses to camp, their 

reasons for camping, and policy approaches for mitigating their impacts – both those suggested by 

stakeholders and those implemented in other areas of the United States. 

Quantifying the number of homeless people seeking refuge in the forest is complex. One 

transient camper who frequently camps in the Cougar Recreation Area  estimated that in that 

vicinity “there are 100 plus (campers) in the summer. In the winter I’d say that number goes down 

to maybe 10-20 people.” The apparent seasonality of long-term camping further complicates 

attempts to obtain an accurate count. The Eugene Mission, the primary shelter serving Lane 

County, sees its population decline in the warmer months, partly attributed to homeless camping. 

According to the state Ending Homelessness Advisory Council, “the very nature of homelessness 

hampers accurate counting. Just finding homeless people can be problematic.” This reality is further 

exacerbated by the Willamette National Forest’s vast lands, which encompass approximately  

1.7 million acres.  

 However, regardless of the base number, interview subjects and stakeholder data suggest 

that homeless camping is a persistent and possibly growing challenge. The Eugene Mission has seen 

an increase in the number of people needing overnight shelter in all demographics (“Our guest-

count is just exploding,” according to the nonprofit’s director), and one homeless camper stated 

that he observed a notable increase in homeless campers in 2012, many of whom he had never 

previously seen in the forest. One social service staff member said, “I think that the situation of 

people camping out is getting bigger and bigger and bigger.”  

Demographics of Homeless Campers 

Interviews with social service agency staff typically provided a description of the homeless 

campers that reflected the population served by that agency – those working with youths 

commented on the presence of youths in the Willamette National Forest, while those working with 

families spoke about the motivations of families. Several interview subjects stated that they did not 

know about other populations that camped on public land, beyond the population they serve, and 

therefore felt uncomfortable providing best guesses. 
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Interviewees suggested that the demographics of the homeless camping population change 

with the season. One homeless camper stated that “you have a lot of people who go up there in the 

short term, for maybe a couple of months in the summer. You have a very small group of people 

who actually live out there (full-time) because it’s a harsh setting in winter.” The Eugene Mission 

director himself stated that his nonprofit sees a steep decline in overnight stays starting in the 

spring months, with the arrival of warmer weather. He said some homeless male campers refer 

specifically to “going camping” in the summer.  

 One demographic – men between the ages of 25 and 40 – was consistently cited as being 

present in relatively high numbers in the forest at all times of the year, although perhaps in smaller 

numbers during the winter months. One staff member stated, “I know that there are a lot of adults 

camping out.” Other staff members suggested that 85-90% of homeless campers are middle-aged 

men. 

Youths between the ages of 16 and 25 also are known to seek refuge in the Willamette 

National Forest. One social worker stated that he commonly provides services for youths who 

choose to be homeless as an alternative to staying in an abusive or neglectful home, or who have 

been abandoned by parents facing drug or alcohol addiction. These youths commonly are dealing 

with mental disorders and lack social skills. The majority of youths who camp illegally are transient 

and are not permanently located in the forest. Youths who choose to camp in the Cougar 

Recreation Area appear to fall into one of two categories: youths who live in Eugene and those who 

are merely traveling through the area. The number of youths staying in the forest seems to 

fluctuate with the seasons, perhaps more than any other demographic. “They tend to be a little 

more transient, they tend to be a little more cliquey, they form groups and families for safety and 

for resources, whereas other folks are pretty much loners,” one social service staff member said.  

Families with children also use the Willamette National Forest for refuge. Two social service 

staff members at separate agencies stated that they knew of a number of families who currently 

use their cars for shelter in the Oakridge area. A Lane County staff member also speaking about the 

Oakridge area said she personally comes across approximately six homeless camps in the forest 

every year, including families and couples. “We have some long-term relationships with families 

here (at the agency) that camp most of the year … towards the Bohemia mining district, you get a 

lot of people who are holed up there, four or five families, that are there long-term either in a bus, 

a trailer or camping,” said another social agency staff member.  

Motivations for homeless camping are as diverse as the population itself. In some cases, 

demographics may closely align with one of the following categories of motivation for homeless 

camping. For example, our interviews suggested that many, but not all, homeless families who 

camp fall into the ‘economic refugee’ category, while many youths fall into the ‘voluntary nomad’ 

category. 
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Economic Refugees 

 Economic refugees are homeless campers who choose camping as an alternative to staying 

in a shelter during a transition period. These campers typically have been confronted with an 

economic hardship that resulted in the loss of shelter. One social agency staff member stated, “I 

think it’s mostly because they’ve lost housing or because there’s absolutely no housing, so camping 

becomes the only option. There’s truly a lack of options for getting into housing – rentals are scarce 

(in this area), and affordable rentals are even more scarce.” These campers see themselves as only 

temporarily homeless and usually are actively seeking to transition from camping into a home.  

 Social service agencies working with families commonly expressed that families who camp 

in the forest are seeking services that would assist them in transitioning. “There are very few people 

that truly want to be in that situation (camping), when it’s very very cold and there’s no resources 

and there’s no way to keep warm. They really don’t want for their kids to live so far out that they 

can’t access school. For the most part, I think that if there was a better plan to access resources, 

most families would be open to that,” one social services agency staff member said. Several social 

agency and government staff members emphasized that while school districts are required to 

provide outreach to homeless students, locating and maintaining communication with them can be 

challenging.  

Separatists 

Separatists are homeless campers who choose to camp because of the privacy and isolation 

of the forest environment. They may experience mental illnesses that make crowded areas and 

social situations especially undesirable. They may also be distrustful of agencies and staff or the US 

government as a whole. These campers typically are established in remote semi-permanent 

campsites and may pay special attention to creating sites that incorporate materials that allow their 

camps to blend into the landscape. It is not uncommon for a separatist to live with one or two other 

separatists. One government employee said “I’ve had a lot (of campers) tell me that they just want 

to be left alone.” Another stated “The people that could really use some assistance have absolutely 

no interest whatsoever in having to jump through the hoops that any resource available to them 

would put up. I mean, just filling out paperwork for ... some folks is a wall they don’t care to climb.” 

Voluntary Nomads 

Voluntary nomads are homeless campers who move between camping sites as a part of a 

transient lifestyle that involves traveling. They are not seeking to transition from long-term camping 

into a homed environment. One social service staff member who has over 25 years of experience 

working with the homeless population said, “50% of people who choose to camp will more than 

likely choose to stay homeless the duration of their lives.”  
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Reasons for Homeless Camping 

Mental illness  

One recurring theme from the interviews is the relationship between mental illness and 

homeless camping on rural public lands. The separation from crowds that camping facilitates may 

be especially attractive to those who do not possess the social skills necessary to navigate crowded 

shelters or who do not have the coping skills to feel comfortable in stressful situations. One social 

service staff member said, “The dirty little secret about homelessness is that 80% of the people we 

see here are mentally ill.” Another staff member commented that the chronically homeless she 

works with all suffer from serious mental illnesses such as schizophrenia and bi-polar disorder, and 

that these illnesses are rarely being treated.  

Some staff members also stated that the social services available to homeless people in 

Lane County are limited. “There are no mental health services where people can go … the resources 

are so small for mental illness here that there’s no place for someone who’s mentally ill and can’t 

hold a job and can’t function mentally to just get their life together because of the extreme 

psychosis they’re in, or schizophrenia, which we see a lot of here. So they become homeless.” 

One demographic of homeless campers consistently identified was military veterans 

suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder: “Of those who are extremely mentally ill, most have 

post-traumatic stress syndrome if they’re out in the woods,” one social services staff member said.  

To be independent 

Forest dwelling allows for independence and self-reliance. One social service agency 

director stated, “It’s a pride issue as well. They feel like if they walk through the door of the Mission 

that they’ve given up, that they’ve lost.” A government staff member said that on some level, the 

motivations that lead homeless campers to choose the forest are the same that prompt anyone to 

visit the forest: the peaceful tranquility of nature. A homeless camper said the allure of the forest is 

that “it’s natural, away from concrete, (and) calm.”  

No camping in city limits  

The city of Eugene’s Municipal Code prohibits overnight camping within city limits (City 

Code 4.816). The Eugene Mission, which provides overnight shelter on a night-to-night basis, is 

filled to capacity most nights, according to its executive director; while the Eugene Mission regularly 

provides overnight shelter for 400 people, the Lane County one-night homeless count in 2011 

identified 2,136 individuals. The Mission is the only shelter of its kind serving Eugene/Springfield 

and the surrounding communities.  

Interviews suggested several reasons for illegal long-term camping that are specific to Lane 

County and the Willamette National Forest. 
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Limited services  

Interviews suggest gaps in services in Lane County for homeless people in need of overnight 

shelter – especially those requiring specific accommodations. One law enforcement officer stated 

that the people encountered camping illegally “complain that there are not enough local shelters 

for everyone and almost all say they are waiting for a ‘St. Vincent de Paul’ spot to open and they say 

they’ve been on the waiting list for so long.” 

There also is a lack of places that allow intoxicated people to stay overnight, commonly 

referred to as “wet beds,” which may contribute to the incidences of people camping rather than 

seeking overnight indoor shelter. One exception to this policy, the Egan Warming Center, is only 

available on nights when the temperature drops below 30 degrees. With no agency that provides 

shelter for those under the influence of alcohol or drugs, homeless people fighting with addiction 

face limited options. More than one government agency staff member stated that drug 

paraphernalia has been found during clean-up efforts at long-term homeless campsites on rural 

public lands.  

A lack of non-religion-affiliated services may also contribute to the decision to camp 

illegally. Our findings suggest that some people prefer to avoid the religious aspects of the routine 

at the Eugene Mission, which includes a church service and religious materials. This was commonly 

perceived to be a reason that some people choose to live on federal rural land, according to 

government and social service staff, as well as homeless campers. However, a staff member at the 

Eugene Mission addressed this by stating that, “If you go out in the streets and talk to the men and 

women who don’t stay at the Mission, it’s not because we don’t have beds and it’s not because we 

preach the gospel message, which is done in such a calm and peaceful and loving way … if you hate 

it, most people sleep through it.” 

Shelters do not allow for members of the opposite sex to sleep in the same area, creating 

barriers for opposite-sex couples who would choose not to be separated. The restriction also 

creates a barrier for families that include male children over the age of 11. Males between the ages 

of 11 and 18 are not allowed to stay at the Eugene Mission; a staff member there will help the 

family to find alternate housing in a separate location.  According to an interview with a retired 

ranger who established a tent city in Cottage Grove / Umpqua National Forest in the 1990s, the 

population there included several families that lived in the camp and were multigenerational, and 

would not have been able to stay together in a shelter. Furthermore, shelters in Eugene do not 

typically provide accommodation for pets – when pets are provided accommodation, it is at a site 

separate from their owners. “These factors are important to people, and they would rather camp 

illegally than be separated from their loved ones or pets,” the retired ranger said.  
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Safety issues in Eugene 

Several homeless campers and social service agency staff members shared their perception 

that camping on rural public lands is perceived to be a safer alternative than staying in overnight 

shelters or being in town during the day. One social service agency employee told of a situation in 

which one client refused a free ride to the Mission due to safety concerns. The client stated that she 

would be vulnerable to assault at the Eugene Mission. The agency chose to allow her to stay 

overnight in a private hotel room. The Eugene Mission also reports that a shortage of jail beds has 

resulted in parolees’ use of the Mission as alternative supervised housing, potentially increasing the 

perception of an unsafe environment. One agency staff member stated that “youth won’t stay at 

the Mission because they feel preyed upon.”  

 

WHY THE COUGAR RECREATION AREA? 

The Cougar Recreation Area is a uniquely attractive location for camping, including illegal 

long-term stays. The presence in Lane County of Lane Transit District’s (LTD) Route 91, a bus 

providing daily access to the McKenzie River Ranger Station 53 miles east of its origination in 

downtown Eugene, along Highway 126, allows for relatively inexpensive transportation from an 

urban area through the western section of the Willamette National Forest, including the Cougar 

Recreation Area. Interview participants have suggested that the use of Route 91 to access this area 

is common and that the bus stops used by riders accessing camp sites are readily identifiable. All 

three of the homeless youths interviewed for this project stated that they regularly used the bus to 

access the Cougar Recreation Area for camping purposes. 

On weekdays, approximately 80 people use the route; while weekends see that number 

reduced to approximately 28 riders per day (see figures 4-5). A small general store in the area sells 

food and camping supplies. Ridership data for this route is somewhat limited, but suggests that a 

higher portion of male riders use Route 91 than use LTD’s routes overall.  

Those who choose to illegally camp in the Cougar Recreation Area  may be benefitting from 

word-of-mouth recommendations from other homeless campers. We found no evidence that any 

social agency staff suggest the Cougar Recreation Area as a desirable place to camp, although we 

did find evidence of this occurring for other areas of the forest. Two social service agency staff 

members stated that while their agency does provide camping provisions, including sleeping bags 

and bus passes, clients are not provided with tents. 

The Cougar Recreation Area has been a popular recreation area for all types of users since 

the 1960s – its reputation as an enjoyable place to be, offering a measure of isolation and privacy, 

results in a high familiarity with the area amongst traveling homeless people and those seeking 

services in the City of Eugene. Social service agency staff working with youths stated that the area 
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has a reputation as a ‘party spot’ where youths can obtain drugs and meet fellow travelers for a 

short-term stay. An LTD bus driver confirmed that he witnessed a pattern of youths looking to camp 

using Route 91 to access the area. 

 Motivation for homeless camping in the Cougar Recreation Area  appears to be based on 

lifestyle choices and enjoyment – those who camp here may be more likely to be voluntary nomads 

than economic refugees or separatists, while interviews suggest that homeless campers in the 

Oakridge and Cottage Grove areas are more often economic refugees. The type of person choosing 

to illegally camp here holds implications for the choice of strategies to mitigate impacts in the 

Cougar Recreation Area  versus other areas within the Willamette National Forest, especially near 

rural towns with very few services. 

IMPACTS 

Our research identified diverse social and resource impacts of long-term camping in the 

forest. Many of these impacts are environmental, including: contamination of fresh water due to 

human waste and chemicals from cleaning products; degradation of the riparian area, especially 

near the McKenzie River; grey-water disposal affecting soil quality; fire danger; litter; and discarded 

hazardous materials, such as drug paraphernalia. Furthermore, contaminants pose a threat to 

endangered species, including the Chinook Salmon found in the McKenzie River. Put simply by one 

government official, “Garbage is a very big issue.” One transient youth who regularly camps in the 

Cougar Recreation Area stated, “I was told to bring my own water” by another homeless camper, 

referring to warnings about human waste in the water in that area.   

Mitigating these concerns requires funding and staff time spent monitoring and removing 

camps and discarded materials. In the Cougar Recreation Area alone, this task requires an 

estimated average of 12-18 hours per week of Forest Service personnel staff time. The 2010 Clean 

Forest Project, an end-of-season clean-up project conducted by the Willamette National Forest in 

partnership with a private organization, employed approximately five workers to clear abandoned 

camps from the Cougar Recreation Area . The project located and removed 15 campsites, collecting 

several thousand pounds of detritus. This effort represents a significant investment of staff time 

and funding and illustrates the scope of the existing challenges.  

Concerns about homeless camp sites becoming ‘entrenched’ demand that Forest Service 

staff maintain vigilance, even when camps are not readily apparent. While the 14-day limit on 

camping provides leverage for Forest Service staff members to evict long-term campers throughout 

the forest, in the Cougar Recreation Area camping is prohibited entirely, in part because of the 

impacts of homeless camping there.  

Some recreational users, such as hikers and boaters, have expressed concern about the 

potential safety and resource impacts linked to the presence of long-term unauthorized campers. 
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“Folks aren’t real comfortable (in the Cougar Recreation) area,” said one public land manager. 

Elsewhere in Lane County, confrontations between recreational users and long-term homeless 

campers have been reported on lands managed by the Bureau of Land Management.  

The resource impacts reported in Willamette National Forest are not unique. Similar issues 

arise in numerous case studies of homelessness on rural public lands elsewhere in the country. A 

1995 academic study in the San Bernardino, Calif. area found that homeless campers on public 

forest land “present a source of violations such as … unhealthy sanitary conditions, drug and alcohol 

problems, (and) littering the area by building temporary shelters” (Blumner, p. 157). A 1993 Seattle 

Times article quotes a sheriff’s deputy patrolling forest land in Tillamook County, Ore.: “When you 

talk about the problem of having the homeless in the forest, what you are mainly talking about is a 

sanitation problem” (Associated Press).   

Another concern of long-term camping involves the vulnerable populations who may be 

engaging in this practice. Our research suggests that taking up residence in a rural and isolated area 

prevents some members of the population from accessing services, receiving outreach, or living in a 

safe and secure environment. Homelessness and exposure to the elements also can be linked to 

death. A Eugene Parks and Recreation manager shared his experience of coming across a deceased 

body on public land within the Eugene city limits. The Egan Warming Center, a temporary shelter 

activated when temperatures are 30 degrees or below, is named for a homeless man who died of 

exposure to the elements in 2008 (eganwarmingcenter.com). 

Scope of issue in out-of-state forests  

State officials in three comparator states – Colorado, Washington, and Florida – all 

described experience with homelessness on the public lands they manage, although with varying 

levels of impact. Our findings suggest that the issue is most pervasive in forests with an urban 

interface. A law enforcement officer from the Roosevelt National Forest in Colorado said: “(if) you 

look on a map and see some type of major infrastructure, be it a highway such as an interstate 

highway which is surrounded by national forest and there are some communities around there, you 

could just put pins in a map and systematically contact those areas and I’m sure you would get 

tales.”  

A manager in the Olympic and Mount Baker-Snoqualmie (MBS) Forests in Washington said 

there have been no reported incidents of illegal residences within the Olympic National Forest in 

the past several years, while there have been approximately 17 in MBS. She speculated that the 

difference is due to ease of access; while both forests are fairly close to the Seattle area, accessing 

the Olympic National Forest requires a ferry ride or a long drive.  

The finding that long-term homeless camping occurs consistently in forests that are located 

near highly populated areas is not surprising. This finding suggests that the problem will continue to 
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grow with urban expansion and increased interfacing between urban areas and forest lands. In 

1995, 14 U.S. forests were designated as urban national forests. Since then, at least 10 other forests 

are also considered amongst that group, including the Willamette National Forest (Dwyer & Chavez, 

2005).  

 The seasonal difference in the number of homeless campers referenced earlier by a current 

camper and social service managers in Oregon also seems to be a pattern in other states. According 

to a Colorado official, the number of homeless campers can double or more in the warmer months 

in the Roosevelt National Forest. Seasonal temperatures may also have an effect on the type of 

homeless campers in some regions. The manager categorized the type of campers in his forest as 

“hard core” homeless campers, who stay in the colder months, and “seasonal” homeless campers 

who may stay in the summer months only. In colder states such as Colorado, the “hard core” 

homeless campers may be more likely to build structures on forest land in order to survive the 

elements. He relayed one instance where the homeless individual had terraced the earth to better 

support his camp and constructed a water catch system – both of which caused damage to the land. 

 

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES AND SUGGESTIONS 

 Our research identified several strategies that we suggest Forest Service staff consider in 

order to mitigate the impacts of homeless camping in the Willamette National Forest. We also draw 

on the experiences of local public land managers and out-of-state comparators to help identify 

approaches that already have shown success. We present three main categories of approaches: 

Education / Engagement, Camping Solutions, and Enforcement.   

 

Education and Engagement  

Engage external stakeholders: We recommend that Forest Service staff foster opportunities 

to engage external stakeholders about their unique challenges and experiences with the issue of 

homelessness. Forest Service managers could provide an informational presentation or host a 

summit to involve social service staff and encourage resource-sharing. According to one Lane 

County staff member who has worked extensively with human services policy and homeless 

outreach, more “linkage” is needed between social service agencies and Forest Service staff.  

The Ocala National Forest provides a template that local Forest Service staff could follow in 

creating a workshop to engage stakeholders. In 2006, Ocala staff organized a four-day workshop to 

address issues plaguing their forest, including a large number of homeless residents. According to a 

Florida National Forests spokesperson, “we had boy scout troops who wouldn’t go to the forest.” 

Over the four days, various Forest Service staff members gave presentations to facilitate better 

understanding of the issues from multiple viewpoints. Stakeholder interviews were conducted by 
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staff who participated in the workshop. The information was used to inform creative solutions and 

next steps.  

 Strategies from the workshops, including a change in the length of stay regulations and 

strong collaborative relationships with social service agencies, were implemented successfully and 

eventually contributed to the reduction in the forest’s homeless resident population from 

approximately 600 to 100. One participant observed that after participating in the workshop, “Ocala 

National Forest personnel better understand that simply removing squatters from the forest only 

shifts the problem to other jurisdictions. Without opportunities to improve their lives, these 

individuals simply return to the Ocala National Forest” (Stein, Lint, & Warren, 2010).  

The workshop model used in the Ocala National Forest provided several valuable lessons. It 

highlighted how well a mechanism like the four-day workshop can break down bureaucratic barriers 

and develop openings for creative solutions. Also, “reaching out to new and existing stakeholders 

helps managers think outside their comfort zone to identify new and innovative ways to solve 

difficult problems” (Stein, Lint, & Warren, 2010). In order to be able to successfully implement any 

of the new strategies, there needs to be buy-in. “Upper level administrators must be open to 

unique and sometimes uncomfortable solutions (e.g. working with media)” (Stein, Lint, & Warren).   

While the coordinators concede that the process itself was not truly collaborative because 

stakeholders were interviewed but not actually included in the process fully, it did set the stage for 

collaborative efforts that were instrumental in making improvements in the forest. The Ocala Public 

Relations officer we interviewed was clear that Ocala forest staff members wanted to stay in their 

roles as land managers as opposed to social services roles. “We don’t have the staff or the expertise 

to start taking on the social issues of the world, so we had to rely on the people who are experts to 

do it. That’s what they’re there for and our experience is that they’re very interested and willing to 

help.” According to the staff member, Forest Service staff no longer have daily contact with social 

service agencies, but “the relationship is there if we need it.”  

Increased coordination between Forest Service staff and social service agencies can 

facilitate resource-sharing, as well. For example, more social service agencies could help mitigate 

the impacts of homeless camping in the Willamette National Forest by providing information about 

safe camping and camping regulations to their clients.  

Have a voice in state and local policy: Entities such as the Eugene Mayor’s Taskforce on 

Homelessness, the state Ending Homeless Advisory Council, the Lane County Board of 

Commissioners Ten Year Plan to End Chronic Homelessness, the state One Night Homeless Count, 

and others can provide important opportunities for Forest Service staff to leverage collaborative 

resources with policymakers at the state and local level.  
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The Mayor’s Taskforce, created in response to the Occupy Eugene encampment in 2011, 

provides a particularly timely example of an opportunity for the Forest Service to have its voice 

heard amidst current public discourse on homelessness in Lane County. Issues pertinent to public 

land managers include potential changes to laws and ordinances that criminalize homelessness, as 

well as proposals for a public “space to be” within city limits. Improved services for the homeless in 

urban areas could potentially reduce the numbers of homeless seeking rural dwelling options.  

Several of the agencies we interviewed mentioned the difficulty of understanding the full 

scope of homelessness in a particular county or community. However, several also pointed to the 

information gained from the One Night Homeless Count as some of the most useful to help Forest 

Service efforts to gauge the scope of the issue (see figures 1-2). The One Night Homeless Count is 

an annual collaborative effort between government agencies, social service providers, and others to 

obtain accurate data regarding the number of homeless individuals in Lane County. Similar counts 

are conducted in other jurisdictions throughout the state. Homeless residents in shelters, on the 

streets, and elsewhere are counted during a single night each January. According to a Lane County 

staff member, “The count helps to inform policy and funding decisions.”  

A Lane County staff member said that the Forest Service has been invited to participate in 

the count, but has failed to return calls for the past couple of years. In several interviews for this 

project, the subjects expressed surprise at receiving a call because they were under the impression 

that the Forest Service was only interested in moving people on and not examining the causes and 

possible strategies for addressing homelessness. We discovered in our own research that the 

confusion could stem from differing messages emanating from the separate branches within the 

Forest Service agency. When people or agencies interact with the Forest Service, they see it as one 

organization and do not understand the intricacies of the organizational structure. Additionally, 

perceived efforts on the part of Forest Service staff to control their message or resources by 

refusing participation in efforts to quantify, explore, or mitigate the issue could be misconstrued 

without appropriate follow-up and explanation.   

Enhance training for Forest Service staff: Multiple social service and government agencies 

suggested that Forest Service staff should be trained regarding how to interface with homeless 

individuals, including making referrals to social service resources, and making non-punitive 

contacts. Referrals could include handing out a list of social service resources – a model currently 

practiced by departments within the City of Eugene and Lane County government – when camps 

are removed and homeless campers are displaced (see figure 6, Blue Slip Sample).  

Collaborative contact with homeless campers: Homeless campers and social service staff 

mentioned a lack of trust in authority figures by homeless individuals (especially homeless youths). 

Outreach by social service agency staff to campers in conjunction with contacts already made by 

Forest Service law enforcement officers could help mitigate the perceived punitive nature of law 
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enforcement contact. Suggesting collaborative contact was a common theme in our interviews. 

When asked if there would be any barrier to a Forest Service law enforcement officer referring 

potential clients to a service, one social agency staff member said the barrier could be the law-

enforcement presence itself (especially with youths). “No one wants to be contacted by the police 

and then you’re so escalated; when you’re contacted by the police you don’t remember a thing 

they told you,” she said.  

One of the homeless campers we interviewed confirmed the fear of interacting with law 

enforcement. He recalled a time he saw a law enforcement officer coming his way and he just ran 

and left his belongings behind and never retrieved them. While fear of law enforcement may be a 

problem, according to one social service agency staff member, “having outreach would be smarter” 

that relying only on enforcement. One social service provider we interviewed already is engaging in 

outreach with homeless campers by addressing fire safety, how to avoid detection, safety for 

unaccompanied people, and proper disposal of litter. Some interview subjects also suggested 

fostering a sense of shared ownership of the forest with homeless campers, such as by hosting a 

tree-planting. This type of engagement could be facilitated by social service contacts.  

Another social service provider, who was excited about the idea of social service outreach 

to homeless campers in the forest, mentioned that she would feel more comfortable if a Forest 

Service staff member accompanied her. She suggested law enforcement officers could build rapport 

by having a “friendly bag with them that has maybe some snacks (and) information about programs 

and social services.” One approach could be that initial contacts are made by law enforcement 

officers, and then referred to a social service agency for follow up. The logistics of collaborative 

partnerships between law enforcement and social services depends on many factors, including the 

availability of staff resources to manage the partnerships. According to one Forest Service staff 

member, even with current approaches, “it’s hard to enforce (homeless camping regulations) with a 

light staff” and limited budget.  

Interestingly, while several government and social service agency staff members we 

interviewed recommended some form of collaboration, there’s a perception on both sides that the 

other may not be open to working together. For example, one law enforcement officer said it’s 

something he’s “considered in the past … getting some of the resources in the community ... to 

come out into the woods with me and contact some of these folk and just bring it to them so to 

speak. But again, there’s a fair amount of resistance ... to anything like that.” Increased engagement 

between Forest Service staff and external stakeholders can help mitigate this disconnect.  

Education and Engagement Recommendations: In order to more effectively work with 

social service agencies in Lane County to address the issue of homeless camping, we recommend 

that administrators in the Willamette National Forest consider a workshop or summit to facilitate 

collaboration between public land managers, social service agencies, and others who interface with 

the homeless.  
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We also recommend that Forest Service staff consider participating in the One Night 

Homeless Count and attending meetings of some of the entities mentioned above, or sharing 

information with stakeholders representing those groups through engagement strategies previously 

described, such as collaborative workshops or an informational summit. Participation in such 

endeavors could build trust and pave the way for future partnerships. 

Furthermore, we recommend that Forest Service staff members who have direct contact 

with homeless populations receive specific training regarding interactions with homeless campers. 

An example of an agency that could provide training is the Lane County Human Services 

Commission. Training for recreation staff, forest protection officers, law enforcement, and others 

could facilitate the engagement process with the homeless campers they encounter, as well as 

relations between land managers and social service agencies. Training of this sort could assist 

Forest Service staff in their efforts to build rapport with homeless campers in order to encourage 

honest conversations about an individual’s personal circumstances and possible need for services, 

so appropriate referrals can be made. These efforts could be further enforced by something as 

simple as the “goody bag” mentioned earlier.  

Overall, we believe strategies for education and engagement will be effective in building 

bridges between Forest Service staff and other stakeholders addressing this issue locally, which is a 

starting point for future collaborations. Furthermore, we believe these strategies will be effective in 

addressing two typologies of homeless campers: economic refugees, who are actively seeking 

integration with social services, and voluntary nomads, who our data suggest are those who most 

commonly have contact with law enforcement in the Cougar Recreation Area.  

Camping Solutions  

Parking program: The homeless parking program managed by St. Vincent de Paul was 

touted by many of those interviewed as a highly successful program. This is a model that the Forest 

Service may want to consider. It has proven to be a strong partnership between St. Vincent de Paul, 

the City of Eugene and local businesses. Recently, the City of Eugene approved funding for an 

expansion of the program. Additionally, Springfield City Council gave approval to expand the 

program and one of the social service agencies interviewed mentioned the desire for such a 

program in the Cottage Grove area.  

Participants are screened and sign an agreement (see figures 7-8) to abide by the rules of 

program before participating. Each participant is designated a parking spot and a maximum time 

period for using the space. St. Vincent de Paul provides trash service and a portable toilet. 

Maintaining a site costs approximately $85 per month (Register Guard, 2012). Each site can have 

one to three spaces designated for homeless parking, and site participants are spread out in this 

way to avoid potential conflicts that can be a result of a high concentration of homeless campers in 

one location. In order to be eligible, the participant must have a vehicle. The program has provided 
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a safe and legal place to stay for many people who are homeless while they get back on their feet. 

The safety and stability of having a place to stay for at least 90 days has given many participants the 

opportunity to acquire jobs or access services to assist them in getting off the streets.  

The success of the program most likely emanates from the careful screening of participants 

and zero tolerance approach to enforcing the rules. Participants are required to utilize the St. 

Vincent de Paul day center regularly prior to placement in the program in order to allow staff to get 

a feel for their character and tendencies. Drugs and alcohol are not allowed while using the parking 

program and strict rules are set regarding trash and grey water disposal. “We explain the rules very 

expressly to (campers). We monitor every day … if (a camper) violates the rules that we have 

specified, we can take (the camper) out. You’d be surprised how they’ll follow the rules if they know 

they’re going to get kicked out,” said a St. Vincent de Paul director.  

Additionally, the program works because it’s managed by a social service agency with 

expertise in homeless needs and issues. The director points out that “they need somebody that 

knows the homeless to manage it. We help law enforcement so they don’t have to get involved.” 

This highly structured, agency-managed setup contributes greatly to the program’s success. 

According to a manager of the parking program, St. Vincent de Paul currently administers 23 

parking spaces and typically has a wait list of 80-100 people for the program. 

Tent cities: The idea of tent cities, while controversial, is worthy of some focus from the 

Forest Service, even if only to understand current public discourse and pertinent history. Tent cities 

are the subject of debate in current events such as Occupy Eugene, and the topic was raised in 

several interviews in this project, as well.  

One of the most pertinent examples of a tent city is Project Refuge (1992) which was 

located on an abandoned rock quarry in the Umpqua National Forest, 25 miles outside of Cottage 

Grove. The project was envisioned by Assistant Forest Ranger Kent Smith, after the Forest received 

bad press for evicting a few homeless families out of one of their campgrounds. “I knew what it was 

like to sleep under a bridge and have your head kicked in” said Smith, who was homeless himself 

before coming to work for the Forest Service. He applied and received a grant from the Forest 

Service for the endeavor.  

According to Smith, the project was only approved by the then-forest-supervisor on the 

conditions that a social service agency worked alongside the Forest Service to handle the human 

service component of the project – the Forest Service would only be providing the land – and there 

were other forests or governmental agencies undertaking similar efforts. According to Smith, the 

Umpqua “didn’t want to be alone on this.” With the help of County Commissioner Jerry Rust, Smith 

was able to get the Willamette National Forest and Lane County to agree to host camps in their 

areas as well. Smith joined forces with a social service agency, Community Sharing of Cottage 
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Grove, to handle all the human service needs, screening based on family economic conditions, and 

placement.  

According to Smith, the camp was a success. There were about five families (approximately 

30 people) in the camp – many of them multi-generational members who would have been split up 

in a shelter. He concedes that it was very controversial, both with the residents of nearby Cottage 

Grove and his fellow Forest Service staff. Critics predicted there would be increased incidence of 

crime and drugs with such a concentration of homeless people staying near town. “We didn’t see a 

crime wave”, he said, “but we did see some very heart-warming stories.” They kept the camp clean 

and were good at self-policing. In all the time the camp was open, he only had to call a Forest 

Service LEO one time and that was to remove a Portland TV crew who barged into the camp and 

wouldn’t leave. Comparatively, Smith noted he routinely called law enforcement officers to 

recreational sites used by non-homeless visitors once or twice a week due to rowdy partying or 

some similar disturbance.  

 

Some of the camp residents were able to carpool into town and get jobs. Once they had 

jobs, they were eventually able to stabilize enough to move out of the camp into regular housing 

and were replaced by other families. The intent was to find them other options, not to keep them 

there as a permanent solution. The school bus started coming to the camp so the kids could go to 

school and many of the nearby neighbors started to donate food (to supplement the food boxes 

provided by Community Sharing). “It was rough, but it was up a notch … better than hiding” recalled 

Smith.       

While the camp may have been successful, the controversy and the intense attention from 

national press was eventually the downfall of the project. Eventually, the executive director of 

Community Sharing, Daniel Lindstrom, was forced out and after he was gone, the social service 

agency pulled out of the project. Smith speculated that the unpopularity of the camp with Cottage 

Grove residents and politicians put Community Sharing into a bad position which led to Lindstrom’s 

exit. He looked for another social service agency to partner with, but couldn’t find one. With the 

conditions of the Forest Supervisor no longer being met, the project ended. Another social service 

agency staff member familiar with the project said she thinks the distance of the camp from urban 

amenities contributed to its lack of success in the end.  

The intense pressure of the press and controversial nature of the project ended plans for 

the other two site options in the Willamette National Forest and Lane County. Lane County had 

gone as far as to approve funding for a pilot site, but it never materialized. Willamette National 

Forest had chosen two campgrounds as possible sites (Williams, 1992), but had no other progress. 

“A project like this really needs a strong advocate to work”, speculated Smith, and neither the 

Willamette National Forest nor Lane County had one.  
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Today, tent cities exist up and down the West Coast, including Dignity Village in Portland, 

which was founded in 2000 and is recognized by the City of Portland as a legal encampment. It is 

important to note that legal factors have played a role in the formation and continuation of several 

tent cities. The most common legal matter to play a role is the use of religious lands. The Religious 

Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act (RLUIPA) is cited in many of these cases and judges ruled 

in favor of the churches requiring the city to work with the religious organizations to sanction these 

tent cities.  

One judge noted that “tent encampments are used safely by the military and disaster-relief 

organizations when there is a need for shelter” (National Coalition for the Homeless, 2010). In a 

couple of cases, legal action was brought against the city for evicting homeless people from their 

encampments and “unlawfully” confiscating their possessions. In cases in California and Seattle, the 

court awarded large cash sums to the affected homeless people causing the city to be unwilling to 

risk further legal action – therefore, large, ungoverned tent cities formed, according to a report on 

Northwest tent cities (National Coalition for the Homeless).  

Camping Recommendations: Economic refugees may be the category of homeless campers 

that the Forest Service has the greatest opportunity to help transition to a better living situation off 

of forest service lands.  According to the director of a social service agency, when people are forced 

to move around and hide, it is very difficult for them to access services if they want to. It is for this 

reason we recommend some sort of temporary extended camping option for homeless individuals 

or families who are working to access services to find more permanent housing.  

Partnering with St. Vincent de Paul on a modified version of their parking program could be 

the best option for the Willamette National Forest. It avoids the issues of a “tent city” because of 

the dispersed set up and offsets the management of the program to an agency with more expertise 

in homeless issues. By allowing selected individuals or families an extended stay in a known 

location, their behavior and impacts can be monitored and social service agencies can work with 

them to hopefully move them off of Forest Service lands onto more permanent housing. This could 

break the cycle of just moving people from one area of the forest to another – never solving the 

issue. As one social service staff member pointed out “we’re not really doing anything except 

moving them along, so then we’re going to have not only the trash cleanup from that area but then 

they’re going to go somewhere else, perhaps further back and someone is going to have clean that 

up too.” 

The Forest Service may be able to negotiate with St. Vincent de Paul on such details as 

location, acceptable length of stay, who is eligible, conditions for participation and other details to 

make the program more amenable to the Forest Service’s needs. If an agreement can be reached, 

the two agencies may want to combine efforts to locate grant money to fund the program. 
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If an official, advertised parking program is not something the Forest Service can work with, 

we would recommend at least establishing internal guidelines for extending the length of stay for 

homeless campers as deemed necessary if a homeless forest resident is working on accessing 

services. This would be most helpful in rural areas where there are no shelters and very few services 

and a larger concentration of economic refugees may be found.  

Enforcement 

Increased enforcement: There is no one-size-fits-all answer to addressing homelessness on 

forest land. Information gathered from some stakeholders indicates that in some high-traffic or 

high-crime areas, increased enforcement may be one of the most appropriate options. 

Recent success in the Cougar Recreation Area may be one example of this. There is some 

evidence that existing enforcement by Forest Service law enforcement officers, recreation 

managers and forest protection officers is engendering some success. For example, in 2011, it was 

not necessary to launch a repeat of the 2010 Clean Forest Project end-of-season sweep, according 

to Forest Service staff. Some possible explanations for this include that the McKenzie River Ranger 

District acquired a full-time law enforcement officer in 2011 (in 2010 there was no full-time law-

enforcement officer dedicated to the district); and that recreation staffers and Forest Service law 

enforcement “worked closely to locate, report, and respond to camps / campers,” according to a 

Forest Service recreation manager involved in the incidents. Staff also worked to educate and 

enforce compliance with the no-camping order within ¼ of a mile of the Road 19 junction of 

Highway 126, in the Cougar Recreation Area, by posting “No Camping” signs at primary locations.  

Staff also cited improved internal communication with other departments to report 

abandoned camps. Furthermore, “removal of evidence of camping tends to reduce continued use,” 

according to Forest Service staff, and all abandoned materials, camps, and fire rings in the area 

were removed in the 2010 Clean Forest Project sweep.  

In addressing unauthorized camping in Willamette National Forest, Forest Service staff 

members handle incidents on a “case by case basis,” according to one recreation manager. This can 

include verbal warnings for those who stay beyond the 14-day limit, resource tickets for littering, or 

camp removal when an individual or group does not respond to verbal warnings. Recreation 

managers and the forest protection officers they work with refer more serious incidents to the law 

enforcement officer on staff. Oregon State Police and the Lane County Sherriff’s Office also contract 

with the Forest Service to provide enforcement, particularly in the Cougar Recreation Area.   

Signage: Accurate and informative signage can aid Forest Service staff in their enforcement 

duties by clarifying regulations or advising campers about safe, low-impact camping. Some 

homeless campers and social service providers suggested increased signage in the Cougar 

Recreation Area, and disseminating information via signage on LTD buses or at bus stops. This could 
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include information about rules and regulations, information about safe camping, contact 

information, and verbiage encouraging collaboration among all forest users in protecting the space.  

Current signage as to prohibited camping areas near the Cougar Recreation Area may be 

insufficient; according to one transient youth who has camped in the area frequently, “We didn’t 

know we weren’t supposed to camp (there).” The youth cited a confrontation with law 

enforcement officers who searched his belongings. Another benefit of increased signage is that it 

reduces the litter factor that providing paper pamphlets imposes. Increased signage may also 

represent one way to establish contact with the “separatists” who avoid other contact. It also 

would be helpful in reaching voluntary nomads who follow a traveling lifestyle and may be new to 

the area.  

 

Length of Stay violations: The standard strategy in most out-of-state forests to address 

homelessness, according to those we consulted, is to treat it as a length of stay violation and move 

people on with either a ticket or a warning, depending on the egregiousness of the violation and 

the homeless camper’s impacts. The forests had varying length of stay requirements. The Ocala 

National Forest in Florida found that their long length of stay requirements (to accommodate snow 

birds) encouraged squatters and homeless campers and in 2006 changed their requirement as part 

of an effort to reduce the number of forest residents. Strategies for identifying whether someone 

was homeless seemed similar in most areas. Initial contacts simply gathered information through 

conversations regarding how long they’ve been there and how long they plan to stay, and then 

educating them about proper camping procedures and length of stay. However, when they show up 

again a few miles away or they’ve built themselves a permanent structure for residence, that’s 

when we “start to ask more questions like ‘do you have a job’, ‘do you have someplace to go’ or 

‘where do you get your mail’ … general delivery is a clue that they don’t have a residence,” said one 

Forest Service law enforcement officer.   

 

Enforcement Recommendations: Due to the type of people attracted to the area and the 

combination of factors that escalate the problem in the Cougar Recreation Area, strategies for 

mitigation may differ compared to other areas. Early evidence seems to show that the continued 

vigilance in Cougar has been successful in reducing the prevalence of illegal camping and its 

impacts. Due to the illicit behavior, party reputation, and unusually high levels of discarded trash in 

this area, our recommendation is to continue and, if possible, increase the enforcement.  

The long-standing reputation of the Cougar Recreation Area  and level of illegal activity 

necessitate the heightened enforcement stance recommended here. As the homeless population in 

this area is likely to be comprised of voluntary nomads, and they are unlikely to vacate the forest on 

their own, our thinking is that continued vigilance on the part of Forest Service staff will make the 
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area an unwelcoming place for illegal activities and allow the Forest Service to reclaim it for safe 

recreational use. 

In addition to increased enforcement in the Cougar Recreation Area, we recommend 

increased and more descriptive signage regarding camping regulations and advisories such as 

recommended strategies for minimizing impact. This option benefits Forest Service staff by 

reducing the number of contacts needed to be made regarding violations, but also by providing 

more leverage for those contact when necessary.  Utilizing the places that homeless campers are 

known to be, such as LTD buses and the local store, would make the signage more effective - 

especially in getting messages to “separatists” who are avoiding contact with other people, 

including Forest Service staff.  This is along with the enforcement discussed above could help 

mitigate the effects of illegal camping, and other illegal behavior, in the Cougar Recreation Area.  

 

LIMITATIONS 

There are a few study limitations that may have left gaps in our results and affected the 

recommendations outlined above.  First, In spite of our efforts to interview homeless women and 

families who are camping on forest lands, we were unable to make contact.  We had leads on both 

demographic groups, but they fell through because the campers were moving frequently and 

couldn’t be located.  We feel that hearing from a diverse group of homeless campers would enrich 

the findings of this study and we recommend a continued effort in this area to ensure a more 

complete picture of the reasons for homeless camping.  As the Forest Service develops relationships 

with social service agencies, it may be possible to utilize those connections to make further contact 

with homeless families and women.  

Second, there was limited participation from law enforcement in this study. This may have 

affected our ability to make informed recommendations due to a lack of information regarding 

current strategies for addressing homelessness in the Willamette National Forest.  

Finally, as is the case for any researcher who looks at issues surrounding homelessness, we 

had difficulty using currently available information on the demographics of homelessness to provide 

perspectives on the issue within the Willamette National Forest.  There were two reasons for this.  

First, quantifying homelessness is a challenge because it is a marginalized population, frequently 

hidden from view. Second, several agencies define homelessness differently, so comparing and 

contrasting different data is challenging. The Forest Service may be able to establish a more 

accurate picture of the scope of homelessness in their forest by participating in the annual One 

Night Homeless Count. 
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CONCLUSION 

Our findings reinforce a diverse typology of homeless campers from the literature, and 

diverse options for addressing their impacts. We believe our suggestions for engagement, 

education, camping policies, and enforcement will lead to positive results in the Forest Service’s 

attempt to not only mitigate the issues caused by forest homelessness, but to do so while 

approaching the subject with humanity and an understanding of the complexity of the issue.  

  This is an issue that warrants further public policy attention and proactive action, and 

coordination between stakeholders is crucial. According to a government leader with extensive 

experience addressing rural homelessness locally, “In most areas it’s really uncharted ground.” 

Forest Service staff and their counterparts are at the forefront of an important subject. Forest 

homelessness is pervasive and seemingly on the rise, and the actions taken as a result of this 

process could set a standard for other forests as they work to address similar challenges. These 

findings and recommendations, and the concerted attention of Forest Service staff, represent a step 

in the right direction.  
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1) St. Vincent de Paul 
456 Highway 99, Eugene, OR 97402 
(541) 607-0439 
 A director in this agency expressed interest in partnering with the Willamette National 
Forest on a program similar to the existing parking program. This agency is probably the 
Forest Service’s most likely candidate to partner in any endeavor. 
 

2) ShelterCare 
499 W 4th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401 
(541) 686-1262 
A staff member in this agency expressed interest in partnering with the Willamette National 
Forest to provide outreach for youths. Contact Executive Director Susan Ban to discuss 
options for having a case manager make contact with homeless campers at the Cougar 
Recreation Area. 
 

3) Lane County Human Service Division 
125 E. 8th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401 
(541) 682-3798 
A staff member in this agency expressed interest in partnering with the Willamette National 
Forest by potentially providing training for Forest Service staff about engaging homeless 
populations.  
 

4) Looking Glass New Roads 
945 W. 7th Ave., Eugene, OR 97401 
(541) 302-2551  
A staff member in this agency expressed interest in partnering with the Willamette National 
Forest by engaging homeless youths who are camping in the forest. The agency currently 
makes this sort of contact with youths on the streets in Eugene and Springfield and 
indicated that staff may be able to expand their efforts to engage youths in the Cougar 
Recreation Area. 
 

5) Looking Glass Cottage Grove 
 210 S 5th Street, Cottage Grove, OR 97424-2105 
(541) 942-2759 
A staff member in this agency expressed interest in partnering with the Willamette National 
Forest by accompanying Forest Service law enforcement officers seeking to make contact 
with homeless campers. The staff member also suggested that perhaps a referral 
relationship could be established to connect homeless campers with services. 
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1) Eugene Mayor’s Council: Task Force on Homelessness 

2) Neighborhood Watch, neighborhood associations, tourism advocates 

3) Recreational users of the forest, including river guides, private campground managers, 

botanists, etc.  

4) Other forests in the state: Umpqua, Deschutes, etc.  

5) Catholic Community Services 

6) Margaret Van Vliet of Oregon Housing and Community Services 

7) Veterans Administration   

8) State Parks 
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Table 1: Listing of local social service agencies, as provided by Lane County  
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Interview Protocol 
 

1) Start off with a description of the project 

2) Request to record interview 

3) Interview questions created beforehand on Google Docs for team approval 

4) Interviews will not take place in private homes 

5) Interviews with the homeless will take place in shelters or agencies 

6) Interviews will be done by in teams of 2 or more unless there is an unforeseen complication. 

In that case we would keep the interview appointment even if only one person can make it.  

7) Write date time of interviews in work plan 

8) Transcription: 

a. Done within a few days after the interview, via Google Doc  

b. Transcription is not word-for-word, but rather comprehensive notes of the 

conversation 

c. Will put in quotes around direct statements made by the interviewee where 

applicable 

d. Use the taped version to fill in any “holes” the interviewer may have missed during 

the interview. When the group reviews the interviewer’s transcript, member may 

want to hear the tape if they notice any holes or have any questions  

9) All copies of audio files of the interview are sent to one group member to archive. 

10) Send thank you note after interview. Signed by whoever attended, and written by whoever 

set up the interview.  

  

Interview Questions  
 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCIES:  

1. Introductions  

 Introduce ourselves 

 Scope of project  

2. Describe the homeless population  

 Demographics of the homeless in Lane County  

 Have you noticed any difference in the rate of homelessness in Lane County compared to 

other areas? If so, do you have any thoughts on why there’s a difference?  

 Demographics of the homeless that you serve 

 Most common barriers or reasons that result in people becoming homeless 

3. Homeless on WNF Lands 

 What types of homeless residents do they see gravitating to the national forest? 
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 Are there any programs that address homeless people living on public lands, such as the 

Willamette National Forest?  

 What is (agency’s) perception of what contributes homelessness in WNF -- any awareness 

of the issue? Past experiences? What do they think can be done to mitigate resource 

impacts and social impacts? (fire, litter, violence, etc.) 

 What would draw a person to live in the WNF instead of a local shelter? Are there barriers 

to living in the shelter or is there something possibly more attractive about public lands?  

 Do you know of any of your clients that do or have lived on the Forest Service lands who 

would be willing to talk with us?   

 Agencies (that this agency) works with  

 What do you know about referrals to public lands for camping? 

 List the key agencies you work with or send referrals to 

 Are there any organizations you feel would be beneficial for us to talk to in addressing the 

issue of homeless people living on public lands, or in general, to get a good understanding 

of the homeless population? 

4. Suggestions  

 What suggestions do you have for the Forest Service on how to work with local service 

agencies to mitigate the problem? (Probes: Any other suggestions? Could you elaborate on 

that?) Possibly education campaigns or other similar options? 

5. Questions and future communication  

 Any questions you have for us? 

 Anything you feel we did not ask that you feel would be important in understanding the 

scope of work the Forest Service has asked us to do? 

 Is there anyone in your agency that you feel we should speak with to assist us on this 

project? 

 If we have further questions, may we contact you? 

 How do you prefer we contact you for future communication?  

 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR OUT-OF-STATE FOREST SERVICE LAW ENFORCEMENT  

AND OTHER PERSONNEL 

1. Introductions 

 Introduce ourselves 

 Outline the project and how they may be able to help 

2. Description of the forest homelessness and its consequences 

 What is your direct experience dealing with homelessness in the (insert name) forest?  

 Is there a specific population you tend to deal with (families, single men, etc.)? 
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 Do you have a sense of the scale of the issue in your area? 

 In your opinion, what are the issues associated with homeless residents in the forests? (long 

stay, waste, drugs, violence)? 

 How would you know someone was homeless? Do you look for certain characteristics in 

making that determination? 

 How is contact initiated? Can you describe a typical encounter? 

 Do you ever provide any follow up to an encounter or make referrals to social services?  

 Does your organization have specific policies regarding forest residents? Is there any degree 

of freedom in how an officer implements the policy? From your own perspective, what’s the 

best strategy for approaching the situation? 

 Have you tried alternate strategies? If so, how successful were they? 

 Have you ever collaborated with local social service agencies? If so, in what way and how 

successful was it?  

 Based on your experience, why do you think a person or family would choose to camp in the 

woods instead of live in a local shelter or some other option? Are there any specific site 

features the homeless may seek when coming to the forest? 

3. Suggestions 

 Based on your own personal experience, do you have any suggestions or ideas for mitigating 

the effects of homelessness in the forests that are different than the status quo? 

 If you were to work with social service agencies on the problem, what role would be useful 

for the agency? 

4. Questions and future communication 

 Is there anything we did not ask that you feel would be important to understanding 

homelessness in the forest or how to mitigate its impacts? 

 Is there anyone else in your agency or another forest district you feel we should speak to? 

 Are you aware of any other forest district in the U.S. that is addressing this in a creative or 

unique way? 

 Do you have any questions for us? 

 If we have further questions, may we contact you again? 

 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR HOMELESS CAMPERS 

1. Introduction 

 Introduce ourselves 

 Scope of project 

2. Description of experience 

 What attracted you to live on forest lands or other public lands? 
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  How does that differ from staying in a shelter or other options? 

 Were you ever encouraged to camp out there by social service agency? 

 How often have you camped on public lands? 

 What time of year do you camp? 

 When you camp, do you usually take the bus up to the McKenzie Bridge area? 

 How many people do you typically camp with? 

 How safe does it feel camping there? 

 What are the safety concerns? 

 Do you typically see others camping there? 

 How long do you typically camp in one place? 

 Are there any social services when you are camping? Food pantries? 

 Do you come back to Eugene during the day or stay out there? 

 What draws you back to Eugene? 

 (If it was longer than the 14 day maximum, on FS land) 

  Have you heard of a 14 camping rule?   

 Did you use certain strategies to get around the 14 day rule? 

 Were you ever approached by forest service law enforcement about camping?  

o How did you feel about that interaction?  

o (Possible follow-up: Is there anything that could have been done differently to 

make it more effective?) 

3. Negative impacts and possible solutions 

 What are some problems that you have seen connected to people camping out on 

forest land or other public land? (We want to get a Sense of what issues they might see 

before we introduce issues from the FS perspective.) 

 Have you seen problems with waste? or violence? Or fire danger? 

 What recommendations would you have for the Forest Service agencies to reduce these 

types of problems? 

 Other thoughts? 

 Are there things social service agencies could do to keep people camping safely? 

 In our discussions with some social service agencies, a few suggestions have been made 

for addressing the issues. Would you be willing to give us your opinion on some of 

these? (involve homeless forest dwellers more in upkeep/tree planting - making it their 

home, education efforts, etc.)  
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INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR STAFF OF PUBLIC LAND AGENCIES AND OTHER GOVERNMENT 

STAKEHOLDERS  

1. Introductions 

 Introduce ourselves 

 Outline the project  

2. Description of the problem and its consequences 

 Can you describe your direct experience with homelessness (in public lands area 

relevant to that person’s position)?  

 Can you describe the phenomenon from your perspective? Is there a specific population 

of homeless residents (families, single men, etc.)?  

 What are the challenges associated with homeless camps in the forest (long stay, waste, 

drugs, violence)? 

 What policies or strategies are you currently using to address challenges? When does 

your agency get involved?  

 What is the protocol when agencies / law enforcement meet with homeless people?   

 From your perspective, what’s the best strategy for (your agency) to address the issue?  

 Does your agency currently collaborate with any social service agencies, or others, to 

address challenges associated with homeless camping? (If so) What approaches have 

been successful?  

 Based on your experience, why do you think a person or family would choose to camp in 

the woods or occupy public lands instead of live in a local shelter or some other option? 

3. Suggestions  

 Do you have any recommendations for how to mitigate the impacts of homelessness on 

public lands? Proactive steps to take or people to engage? Creative solutions?  

4. Questions and future communication 

 Is there anything we did not ask that you feel would be important to understanding 

homelessness in the forest or how to mitigate its impacts? 

 Is there anyone else we should speak to?  

 Do you have any questions for us? 

 If we have further questions, may we contact you again? 

 

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES  

1. Introduction 

 Introduce ourselves. Describe the scope of the project we’re undertaking for the 

Forest Service  
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 We are here to help get an understanding of the homeless population in the forest 

and strategies for approaching management.  

2. Encounters with the homeless on public lands 

 How do you know someone is homeless? What characteristics show this? 

 How frequently do you encounter the homeless on public lands? 

 What is the nature of these encounters? What is a typical encounter?  

 How are encounters initiated / incidents reported?  

 Any recognizable pattern to the timing, seasonality, and location of encounters? 

 Have you noticed any difference between the homeless encountered on forest lands 

and those encountered elsewhere, on other public lands or etc.?  

 Based on your experience, why do you think a person or family would choose to camp 

in the woods instead of living in a local shelter? 

 What site features does a homeless person seek when they come to the forest?  

3. Treatment of the homeless on public lands 

 Do you provide any follow-up after an encounter? 

 Do you refer the homeless to any agencies? 

 What policies do you follow concerning the homeless? 

 Have you seen or heard about any social agencies providing outreach on public lands? 

 What is the protocol when agencies / law enforcement meet up with a homeless 

person or group and it’s not a problem situation? How often does this happen? 

Opportunity for preventive work to mitigate problems: Do you know of any 

permanent or semi-permanent camps, where social service agency staff could help 

facilitate preventive approaches/education?   

4. Suggestions 

 What suggestions do you have for the Forest Service on how to work with local service 

agencies or other orgs to mitigate the problem? (Probes: Any other suggestions? 

Could you elaborate on that?) Possibly education campaigns or other similar options?  

5. Follow-Up Suggestions 

 What do you know about referrals to public lands for camping? 

 List the key agencies you work with or send referrals to 

 Are there any organizations you feel would be beneficial for us to talk to in addressing 

the issue of homeless people living on public lands, or in general to gain 

understanding of the homeless population? 

6. Questions and future communication 

 Any questions you have for us? 

 Anything you feel we did not ask that you feel would be important in understanding 

the scope of work the Forest Service has asked us to do? 

 Is there anyone in your agency you feel we should speak with to assist on this project? 

 If we have further questions, may we contact you? 

 How do you prefer we contact you for future communication? 
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2011 Oregon Housing and Community Services “1 Night Homeless Count”  

 

 

 

Compares county data: Lane and Marion counties 

 

 
Figure 1: Comparison of Lane and Marion Counties’ 2011 “1 Night Homeless Count” 
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2011 One Night Homeless Count Highlights 
 

 

Figure 2: 2011 “1 Night Homeless Count” highlights 
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Map of the Willamette National Forest 
 

 

Figure 3: The Willamette National Forest 
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Lane Transit District fact sheet about ridership on Route 91  
 

 

Figure 4: Route 91 Ridership Information 

* The information on ridership and demographic data for route 91 was produced from a small sample size and 

therefore, cannot be used to conclude that the results are typical for the route. 

 

LTD Average Ridership 

 

 

Figure 5: Average number of boardings for LTD Route 91 
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Blue Slip, Eugene Parks and Recreation resource  
This document is provided by Eugene Parks and Recreation staff to homeless campers at the time that 

the campers are requested to remove their camp from public lands managed by the City.  

 

 

Figure 6: Public notice of illegal camping, “Blue Slip”  
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Parking Program, St. Vincent de Paul 
The City of Eugene and St. Vincent de Paul’s regulations for permitting homeless campers to use 

overnight parking spots.  

 

CITY OF EUGENE OVERNIGHT SLEEPING LICENSE /PERMIT 

Exhibit-E 

The City of Eugene issues a license/permit ("license") for overnight sleeping on City-owned property 

located at,______________________to__________________________________ 
(Licensee) based on his/her agreement of the following terms and conditions: 

 

A. I have received a copy of the "Ground Rules and Procedures". I have read them or have had them 
read to me understand these ground rules and agree to abide by them while sleeping overnight at 

the City-owned site. 

 

B.  I understand that I may continue to steep overnight at this location for hours/days/weeks/months) 
provided that I am issued a daily license and all rules and regulations are followed. All Ground 

Rules and Procedures must be followed. Alcoholic beverages and open fires are prohibited. 

 
C.  I understand that I my permission to sleep in this designated area may be revoked at any time for 

any reason. When I leave this site, I will take my vehicle and possessions. 

 
D. I will not interfere with the operations or patrons of this City-owned parking lot. I understand that 

if problems are caused for these patrons, permission for overnight sleeping will be revoked. 

 

E. I understand that the City cannot provide security for my valuables or possessions. I will take 
responsibility for securing my possessions from loss, damage, or theft. 

 

F. I agree to respect city property and the possessions of other overnight sleepers. I will do no harm 
to any of the plants or structures in the area. 

 

G. I agree to follow the directions of the Facilitator while at this overnight sleeping site. 

 
H. I understand that the site has limited space and resources and that the overnight sleepers are living 

in close quarters under difficult conditions. I will be considerate of my fellow overnight sleepers 

and will do my best to keep the area clean and peaceful. 
 

I. I understand that dogs and other pets are strictly forbidden and will be confiscated by the City or 

Lane County Animal Regulation. An assistance dog, such as a seeing eye dog, will only be 
allowed if permission is specifically granted in writing by the City manager or his designee. 

 

J. I understand that I must leave the parking site and remove my vehicle and all my belongings 

when asked to leave by the Facilitator or when my actions time has expired. I also understand that 
my failure to leave will then be considered trespassing, that my actions may be reported to the 

Eugene Police Department and that my vehicle may be towed and belongings removed at my 

expense. 
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K. All wastewater, including all gray water (such as dish, bath/shower, utensil or equipment cleaning 

water) must be collected and disposed of into a sanitary wastewater fixture or unit. No tenant may 

discharge any wastewater, including gray water, onto the pavement or ground by a hose, from 
containers, or by any other means. Tenants who are found to be improperly disposing wastewater, 

including gray water, are subject to having their permit-revoked. 

 

I understand the City of Eugene may not renew this license should it be determined that I failed at any 

time to meet any of the terms or conditions of this license. Neither the City of Eugene nor St. Vincent de 
Paul guarantees the condition of the City-owned site nor the safety of its licensees. 

 

Licensee agrees to hold the City of Eugene and St. Vincent de Paul, their officers, agents and employees 
harmless from any injury to person or damage to property arising out of or in any way related to the use 

of the City-owned parking lot tor overnight sleeping. 

 

I_________________________(licensee), have read and understand the foregoing terms of this license 

and agree to abide by them and by all Ground Rules and Procedures, and applicable laws and ordinances. 

 

 
 

Licensee Signature and ID (Driver’s license# etc)     Date 

 
 

Print  

 

 
 

St. Vincent de Paul Staff Signature       Date 

 
 

Print 
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Review of Ground Rules and Procedures for Overnight Sleeping on City-Owned Sites 

The following list is a review of the official rules and is not complete or exhaustive. The applicant agrees 

to abide by all the rules and agreements. The purpose of this sheet is to emphasize certain areas where 

we have encountered problems in the past. 

 

1. By initialing the following items, I signify that I understand and agree to each item: 

2. I agree that my permission to stay on a city site may be revoked at any time and for any reason. 

3. I agree that I will have no pets, and especially NO DOGS, at the site at any time. 

4. This includes dogs owned by guests. 

5. I agree that I will keep the site and the surrounding area clean at all times. 

6. I agree that I will consume no alcoholic beverages (and no open containers) or use illegal drugs 

while on the site.  

7. I will display no violent or aggressive behavior at our near the site. (Having the police called 

because of your behavior will be considered evidence of improper conduct.) 

8. I will not panhandle, gamble, or display offensive behavior on or near the site. 

9. I will have no weapons or firearms of any kind on the site. 

10. I will have no loud noises or loud music at the site. Also, no large parties or gatherings. 

11. I will keep my site neat and presentable to the public. 

12. I will have no accumulation of belongings under or around my vehicle. 

13. I will not allow guests allowed to park overnight in or around my site. 

14. I realize that I will be held responsible for the actions of my guests. 

15. I will not have fires or cooking outside my vehicle. (Only cook stoves installed in my vehicle will 

be allowed.) 

16. I know that conflicts, with other campers, city personnel, and local patrons may be cause to 

revoke my license to park overnight. 

I will display my current permit in the front windshield within open view, in my vehicle, at all times when 

on a site. 

Signed______________________________________ Date__________________________ 

 

Figure 7: Permit regulations and agreement 
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Guidelines for Overnight Sleeping on City-Owned Sites 

Facilitated by St. Vincent de Paul 
 
 
GROUND RULES AND PROCEDURES 

Ordinance No. 20130 authorizes overnight sleeping, for no charge, in parking lots of 

public ent it ies . Public entities may grant permission for up to three vehicles for any one 

night at each individual site Several City-owned parking areas, located citywide, have 

been designated as areas where homeless people may legally sleep in their vehicles. 

 

ELIGIBILITY AND REGISTRATION 

1. Anyone, individuals or families, living in a motor vehicle (car/truck/trailer able to be 

move to and from the site under its own power) is eligible. 

2. Each City-owned site may designate permission to a maximum of three vehicle spaces 

on an)one night at each individual site. The number of permitted spaces may differ 

from site to site This site, located at ________________________   permits _______vehicle(s) 

on site for overnight sleeping. 

3. Spaces at sites are assigned through St. Vincent de Paul. Persons wishing to sleep 

overnight i1 their vehicles  on City-owned sites must be issued a license/ permit 

("license") before t a k i n g  t h e  space. Each overnight sleeper, age sixteen or older, 

must register, review the ground rules and agree to abide by them t o receive a license 

to stay at a City-owned site. 

4. Anyone under age sixteen must be accompanied and supervised by an adult. 

5. License must be displayed on the front windshield within open view, in the 

vehicle, at all times when on a site. 

6. Dogs and other pets are strictly forbidden and will be confiscated by the City or Lane 

County Animal Regulation. An assistance dog, such as a seeing eye dog, will only be 

allowed if permission is specifically granted in writing by the City manager or his 

designee. 

 

HOURS AND LENGTH OF STAY 

1. Vehicles are allowed on the site for overnight sleeping all day each day. 

2. Individuals and their vehic les  are allowed to stay at this site, for no more than 90 days, 

provided they continue to receive an issued license and abide by all the rules.  

 

SUPPORT SYSTEMS/CLEAN UP 

1. Portable toilets and garbage bags will be available. Overnight sleepers must use the 

sanitation system provided or their own sanitation system, if installed in their 

vehicle . 

2. Garbage will be disposed of on the site in the manner arranged for such disposal. 

3. Overnight sleepers are responsible for keeping their space clean and helping to 

keep the entire site clean. 

4. If there is any problems with the systems provided at the site, notify St. Vincent de 

Paul by calling 461-8688. 
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BEHAVIOR 

1. No violent or aggressive behavior, physical or verbal abuse, vandalism, panhandling, gambling or 

offensive behavior. 

2. No use or brandishing of weapons. No carrying firearms on the site. 

3. No consumption of alcohol or illegal drugs. No open containers of alcoholic beverages. 

4. No loud noises or music 

5. Disputes between overnight sleepers will be brought to St. Vincent de Paul for facilitation. 

6. No children will be left unattended in a vehicle, or at the site. SITES 

7. Overnight sleeping in vehicles is allowed only in assigned spaces on a site. 

8. Vehicles and possessions will be kept within the boundary lines of individual spaces. 

9. No structures can be erected on a site. FACILITATOR 

10. A St. Vincent de Paul Facilitator can be reached Monday through Friday from 9:00a.m. to 4:00 

p.m. at 461-8688. 

11. The Facilitator will be available to assist overnight sleepers who have questions, problems or 

complaints. 

12. Overnight sleeping resources are very limited. The Facilitator can give overnight sleepers 

information about and referral to what is available in the community. 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

1. Cook stoves installed in vehicles are permitted. No open fires. No wood fires. 

2. No pets are permitted on site. 

3. Any vehicle left unattended for 48 hours will be considered abandoned and the process will be 

started for having it towed away. 

4. Overnight sleepers will abide by the laws of the City of Eugene and any applicable regulation. 

5. Licensed overnight sleepers are responsible for their guests abiding by the rules. Anyone staying 

after 9:00P.M. must register and obtain a license for the site, if space is available, or leave the site. 

Only licensed individuals may sleep overnight at the site. 

6. Violation of these ground rules will lead to action, ranging from a warning to having to leave the 

site, and/ or being in violation of the ordinance, punishable by fine or confinement in jail, or both. 

7. Individuals must leave the property immediately, if their overnight sleeping license is revoked. 

Anyone camping as part of the program understands that they may be asked to take a saliva drug test at 

any time. If the test is positive or if the camper refuses the test, they must leave the camping site within 24 

hours or be subject to the loss of their property and current penalties for trespassing. 

Figure 8: Regulations for the use of overnight parking spaces. 

 


